Enjoy

Smart Shading
Solutions

An ecosystem of smart shading products designed to simplify your life

Life with Somfy
Smart Shading Products

Start your day
with natural light

Work &
play comfortably

As your alarm goes off,
your shades open to wake
you with natural light, your
lights fade on automatically
and your smart speaker provides
the day’s outlook with traffic
and weather reports.

Adjust the shades with the sound
of your voice to ease the glare of
the midday sun on your computer
screen while your automatic lights
adjust to provide optimal lighting
for your work environment.

Your Somfy Smart Shades create the perfect
ambiance in your smart home at all times.

Relax by just
saying the word

End your day
on the perfect note

Ask your shades to automatically
adjust to allow for the perfect
amount of sunlight, your
thermostat to set itself to your
ideal temperature and your
television to turn on to your
favorite show without having to
lift a finger.

Your shades fully close at dark
to provide privacy, your lights
automatically turn on and your
smart speaker plays your winddown playlist.

Create privacy by automatically
lowering shades as night approaches.
 xtend your smart home
E
experience to include
natural light control with
simple, stylish shading.

Effortlessly adjust window
coverings as desired.

Create a peaceful environment
with near-silent operation.

Smart shading
benefits you

Brighten your home interior
with connected blinds and
curtains seamlessly integrated
with the smart home devices
you already use every day.

Optimize your space with sensors that
automatically open or close your shades
based on temperature to warm or cool a
room, or based on natural light levels to
protect valuable funishings.

Eliminate dangerous cords to
keep precious loved ones safe.
Offer daily convenience with multiple
ways to control your shades, including
wall switches, mobile apps, remote
controls and voice control capabilities.

Ensure peace of mind with two-way
feedback that visually confirms your
shade position while home or away.

The Somfy Guarantee
With Somfy, you will have the reassurance that your smart shades
are supported by more than 50 years of innovation and leadership in
motorization. Each of our motors comes with a 5-year warranty that’s our commitment to high standards.

TaHoma® (Hub)

The Somfy Smart
Shading Difference
Enjoying your Smart Shades? With Somfy, it’s as easy as 1 2 3!

1. Connect

Your Somfy Smart Shading products will easily
connect to all of your existing smart home devices
with the Somfy TaHoma app or your TaHoma device.

2. Launch

Set up and launch scenes and scenarios with
all of your smart home products to create the 		
perfect ambiance.

3. Enjoy

Your new home experience is ready for you
to sit back and enjoy.

Third-party Compatibility
The Zigbee 3.0 protocol that powers Somfy’s Smart Shading product range is open,
evolutive and reliable. And, most importantly, it ensures compatibility with a variety
of other connected home products and brands.

The Somfy Smart
Shading Ecosystem
Smart Plug

TaHoma®
(Hub)

Third-party Compatibility
(Alexa, Google Assistant,
Phillips Hue and others!)

Hand-held Remotes

Somfy-powered Shading
(shades, blinds, curtains & more)

TaHoma® App

www.somfysystems.com

SOMFY® has been improving everyday life for more than 270 million people by designing and
manufacturing intelligent motorization solutions for interior window coverings and exterior solar
protections. Somfy innovates to automate and connect shades, blinds, draperies, awnings, rolling
shutters, exterior screens & pergolas for commercial and residential buildings in 58 countries across
the globe. With 170+ million motors produced over the last half century, Somfy is committed to
creating reliable and sustainable solutions that promote the best way of living and well-being for all.
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